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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Errors in trauma resuscitation are common and have been attributed to breakdowns in the coordination of system elements (eg, tools/technology, physical environment and layout, individual skills/knowledge, team interaction). These breakdowns are triggered by unique circumstances and may go unrecognized by trauma team members or hospital administrators; they can be described as latent safety threats (LSTs). Retrospective approaches to identifying LSTs (ie, after they occur) are likely to be incomplete and prone to bias. To date, prospective studies have not used video review as the primary mechanism to identify any and all LSTs in trauma resuscitation.

Methods and analysis: A series of 12 unannounced in situ simulations (ISS) will be conducted to prospectively identify LSTs at a level 1 Canadian trauma centre (over 800 dedicated trauma team activations annually). 4 scenarios have already been designed as part of this protocol based on 5 recurring themes found in the hospital's mortality and morbidity process. The actual trauma team will be activated to participate in the study. Each simulation will be audio/video recorded from 4 different camera angles and transcribed to conduct a framework analysis. Video reviewers will code the videos deductively based on a priori themes of LSTs identified from the literature, and/or inductively based on the events occurring in the simulation. LSTs within and between simulations, and professional review of the data, showing patterns of LSTs will be presented to key institutional stakeholders to inform mitigation strategies for improved patient safety.

INTRODUCTION
Error is ubiquitous in trauma resuscitation and despite significant advances in trauma care, medical error remains a preventable cause of adverse events and serious harm. The unpredictable nature of trauma care, combined with inherent diagnostic uncertainty, variable patient numbers (ie, single vs multiple injured) and high patient acuity, challenges even the most experienced teams. Errors in trauma care are often the result of a departure from best practices and/or errors in judgement that manifest from a series of events that coalesce to decrease patient safety.

Strengths and limitations of this study
- Latent safety threats (LSTs) are defined as ‘system-based threats to patient safety that can materialize at any time and are previously unrecognized by healthcare providers, unit directors or hospital administration’. This protocol uses a novel video-based framework analysis (FA) as the primary means of identifying LSTs during in situ trauma simulations.
- The FA, applied by human factors experts, provides a matrix output that facilitates interprofessional review of the data, showing patterns of LSTs within and between simulations, and provides a high degree of transparency and traceability in how LSTs are identified, interpreted and coded.
- Our study is limited to 12 simulations at a single trauma centre and it is not designed to capture the true incidence of LSTs possible in actual trauma resuscitations; additionally, participants may not perform as they would in actual trauma resuscitations (eg, the Hawthorne effect).
are previously unrecognized by healthcare providers, unit directors or hospital administration.9

**Retrospective versus prospective studies in trauma resuscitation**

Multiple retrospective studies in trauma care have established that errors result in preventable patient deaths.1 3 4 6 7 Specifically, delays in diagnosis and management, errors in clinical judgement, technical errors (eg, failure to insert catheter) and procedural errors (eg, failure to perform a step in a standardised protocol) are all frequent causes of preventable deaths in trauma.

While retrospective analyses provide important information to direct investigations of prior adverse events, it is equally, if not more, important to prospectively identify potential risks to build resiliency in the trauma system.10 Retrospective studies often rely on chart review and/or staff recall (eg, morbidity and mortality reviews), yet the inherent limitations associated with this reflective approach fail to capture the complexity that lead to error.11 In contrast, prospective studies can be designed to comprehensively record all activities taking place during a trauma resuscitation followed by a thorough analysis of how specific activities or equipment converge to produce errors. Here, we propose a prospective study designed to identify LSTs.

**Prospective study design for LST identification in trauma resuscitation**

Human factors (HF) and ergonomics has been used increasingly to study errors in healthcare.12 HF is the scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of interactions among humans and other elements of a system13 and it focuses on optimising system design based on the strengths and limitations of human performance. An HF perspective attempts to account for the needs of all users based on the interactions between multiple system elements,14–20 including but not limited to: (1) individual skills/knowledge and team interaction (eg, trauma team possesses sufficient knowledge and skill to stabilise the patient), (2) tools/technology (eg, equipment availability, usability and/or malfunctions), (3) tasks (eg, simple vs complex, routine vs unanticipated), (4) physical environment and layout (eg, space around the patient’s bed) and (5) organisational characteristics (eg, reliability of processes that coordinate delivery of blood products to the trauma bay). By evaluating the potential for mismatches between these elements, the HF perspective offers a starting point for LST identification.

Healthcare simulation offers a valuable approach to evaluate teams and processes and identify LSTs without harm to patients. Prospective studies in emergency medicine and other fields in critical care medicine (neonatal intensive care, paediatric intensive care, obstetrics, paediatric emergency medicine) have used simulation laboratories and in situ simulation (ISS) for LST identification.9 21–29 ISS or ‘simulation that is physically integrated into the clinical environment’30 is particularly effective for LST detection.25 26 31 32 In fact, for this purpose, ISS has been shown to be superior when compared with simulation laboratories.9 22 33 The real-life applicability of ISS allows simulation facilitators to recreate previously reported critical events in the exact working environment in which they originally occurred, providing a unique opportunity to explore and learn from past challenges. In addition, simulation in the actual workplace can reduce the cost and logistical barriers associated with traditional laboratory-based, interprofessional simulation sessions34 35 (eg, clinical environment and equipment already setup by default, reduced travel time for participants). In sum, ISS offers a resource-efficient and highly effective strategy to prospectively identify LSTs.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no prospective studies in an adult trauma centre that use a rigorous review of ISS video recordings as the primary means to identify any and all LSTs during trauma resuscitation. Instead, video review is used to verify or clarify LSTs identified by other mechanisms such as postsimulation debriefings and questionnaires.9 Video recordings, however, have been used to review real trauma cases for LSTs.36–40 For example, video review provided important observations related to communication failures among trauma teams.41 We consider video review during trauma ISS an underutilised but essential tool to identify any and all LSTs because it allows for detailed review and consideration of all HF elements. Video review serves to minimise recall bias inherent with traditional, non-video recorded mortality and morbidity rounds and other retrospective analyses. The superiority of video recordings compared with self-reporting tools and chart review have been previously studied, revealing a greater number of ‘performance deficiencies’ and Advanced Trauma Life Support protocol deviations than other methods.36 42 Video review also has greater value for incident analysis than direct observation.43 The dynamic environment and complex interactions of trauma care necessitate comprehensive methods to capture safety threats otherwise unnoticed by the preoccupied trauma team. This supports the importance of prospectively collected video recordings during carefully designed ISS scenarios.

Previous ISS studies have typically used a deductive approach to identify LSTs. Deductive approaches allow researchers to preselect categories of LSTs based on past literature and theories.14 For example, a past study using ISS in trauma resuscitation has categorised LSTs by themes such as medications, equipment and physical environment, team communication and hospital systems.3 However, the use of pre-existing themes to organise data collection and analysis may unduly bias against unanticipated LSTs that have not been previously discussed or identified. Unanticipated LSTs may be better identified using an inductive approach, whereby...
the researcher generates themes directly from the data by freely coding observations without restrictions. These themes can be iteratively refined with subsequent reflection and integration of new and/or related LSTs. In this study, we use a combined approach (ie, deductive and inductive) to explore specific themes of LSTs recognised in HF literature while allowing for the flexibility of uncovering other themes based on our observations.45

Framework analysis for ISS video recordings
We propose the use of framework analysis (FA)44 to analyse video recordings from ISSs. FA has been used in several settings, including social policy research, midwifery, nursing and health psychology.46 FA has several benefits:44
▸ it allows for a combination of deductive and inductive analyses;
▸ it works well within multidisciplinary health research comprised of multiple team members;
▸ it supports transparency and greater engagement with the full study team;
▸ it assists in managing large data sets where obtaining a holistic, descriptive overview of the entire data set is desirable, in part due to its matrix output.
A more thorough discussion of the FA is included in A modified framework analysis to identify LSTs section.

Summary
The primary goal of the present study is to apply an HF perspective to the identification of LSTs in trauma care using ISS with video review as the primary data collection strategy. Past studies typically used postsimulation debriefs, questionnaires, surveys and/or live observations to identify LSTs; these are secondary strategies used in our study. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to apply an FA using risk-informed in situ trauma simulation scenarios to identify LSTs. Our approach may capture more LSTs than previous study designs and therefore provide a more comprehensive view of the aetiology of errors during trauma care within a mature trauma centre.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
The overall study design is presented in figure 1. The trauma registry case review began in July 2015. We anticipate completion of the study by November 2016.

Objective
To identify and prioritise LSTs using unannounced interprofessional in situ trauma simulation sessions that recur on a regular basis. LST detection will occur via two processes:
1. video-review by HF specialists with expertise in LST identification, and
2. a focused debrief of trauma team members (verbal and written).

Setting
The proposed study will occur at St Michael’s Hospital, a Level 1 trauma centre in Toronto, Canada, with 75 000

Figure 1 Study design. LST, latent safety threats; HFMEA, healthcare failure mode and effect analysis.
emergency department (ED) visits annually including 800 (~33% with injury severity score >16) trauma team activations managed by the institution’s dedicated on-call trauma team. The trauma team is activated by the ED triage nurse through the hospital paging system prior to arrival of a critically injured patient. Less commonly, a trauma team activation occurs after the patient has arrived in the ED at the discretion of the triage nurse or emergency physician. In this study, the trauma team will be notified through the established activation process with no mention of ‘simulation’ to preserve the fidelity of participant response times.

Participants
Study participants will include all members of the on-call trauma team on the day of the simulation. Trauma team members rotate daily; as such, there is rarely an identical team composition. The trauma team is led by a staff physician in emergency medicine or general surgery who has no additional clinical responsibilities during their on-call shift. The team consists of two ED nurses who are staffed elsewhere in the ED prior to the patient’s arrival, two general surgery residents, one to two orthopaedic residents, an anaesthesia resident, a respiratory therapist, a social worker, an X-ray technician and a clinical assistant. An on-call staff trauma surgeon will attend at the trauma team leader’s discretion or if the patient requires operative management.

The consent process will occur 1–2 months in advance of the start of the study and will include all providers who may be involved in the care of a trauma patient within the ED (see the Participants and consent section for additional details). With the exception of the on-call trauma team leader, participants will not be notified of time and date of the ISS. On arrival to the trauma bay, all team members will be given the opportunity to decline participation regardless of their previous consent status. To most accurately observe participant task prioritisation, there will be no supplemental staffing provided during the ISS; however, all participating staff will have the opportunity to depart at any time for urgent clinical responsibilities. Research ethics board approval was acquired for this study (see the Participants and consent section).

Scenarios
Scenario design
As part of the preparation for this protocol, scenarios have already been designed. A retrospective chart review of previous patient cases where adverse events or unexpected deaths were identified was performed. Inclusion criteria included patients who activated a trauma code at St Michael’s Hospital between 1 January 2013 and 31 December 2014. During this time, 1473 trauma team activations occurred and 132 cases (9.0%) were identified through our institution’s morbidity and mortality process. Twenty-six cases (26/132, 19.7%) were subject to a more detailed review due to low probability of death or deviations from protocol adherence. Two trauma physicians reviewed these 26 cases in depth with expertise in simulation (AP and CH). Five broad themes were identified and reviewed with the chief of trauma surgery and the trauma coordinator responsible for the trauma database to confirm theme relevance. The following themes were selected for scenario inclusion: difficult airway, massive transfusion protocol activation, medical causes for trauma, penetrating injury mechanisms and agitated/uncooperative patients. Simulation scenarios for the study were risk-informed, derived from actual cases, using key clinical and system elements related to each theme. Additionally, the scenarios were designed such that the HF elements most prone to LSTs varied. Table 1 describes each scenario and the mapping to HF elements where LSTs were considered likely. It is expected that each scenario will be executed a minimum of two times, and a maximum of five.

All four scenarios were sufficiently modified such that participants could not attribute them to the specific cases from which they were inspired. Each scenario is designed so the simulations can be conducted within 15 min to minimise disruption to actual clinical operations. All scenarios were pilot tested for clarity, flow and logistical considerations by a multidisciplinary team (ie, not study participants). Scenarios were modified based on pilot testing feedback and study team observations.

As suggested by Chiniara et al.,47 we selected scenarios that are optimised for simulation by ensuring patient acuity is high, and the ‘opportunity’ for the scenario’s occurrence is low to medium.

Functional task alignment of ISS
We will design and conduct each session such that each simulation scenario meets the trauma team’s clinical task demands, a concept referred to as functional task alignment.48 Instead of solely focusing on the physical resemblance the simulator has to a real patient, the functional properties of the ISS will be aligned with the predetermined objectives for the session. To this end, our simulations will occur with either a manikin or a standardised patient (SP) based on the functional task alignment required by the objectives. For example, an SP will be used when a key feature of the scenario involves interacting with and managing an uncooperative and agitated patient. Most important for our observation of LSTs realistic to trauma resuscitation, participants will have access to all the usual hospital resources (eg, equipment, activation of hospital procedures/processes). Additionally, participants will not know when simulations are scheduled (with the exception of the trauma team leader, as described in the Participants section); this is a key advantage to meet the functional properties that ISS provides compared with centre-based simulations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Scenario description</th>
<th>Scenario characteristics</th>
<th>Human factors elements prone to LSTs</th>
<th>Human factors rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surgical airway</td>
<td>A patient arrives with considerable facial trauma requiring immediate airway management. The scenario is designed such that all techniques to manage the patient’s airway are ineffective except for a surgical airway (e.g., cricothyroidotomy)</td>
<td>Low opportunity High acuity Manikin</td>
<td>Individual skill/ knowledge and team Interaction</td>
<td>Trauma team members must escalate to surgical airway (an infrequent occurrence) without unnecessary delay. Cognitive biases against this course of action must be overcome individually and collectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blunt trauma requiring activation of the mass transfusion protocol (MTP)</td>
<td>A patient arrives with an open book pelvic fracture (and a misplaced pelvic binder) who becomes haemodynamically unstable, requiring a rapid administration of blood products among other interventions</td>
<td>Medium opportunity High acuity Manikin</td>
<td>Physical environment and layout Organisational characteristics Individual skill/ knowledge and team interaction</td>
<td>Infrequently used equipment must be collected and used appropriately. The MTP process requires some staff to physically navigate the hospital to deliver paperwork and retrieve blood products. Interdepartmental coordination is required to execute a mass transfusion protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical cause for trauma</td>
<td>A patient arrives after falling down a flight of stairs due to a syncopal event. The patient suffers a cardiac arrest on arrival requiring the team to consider underlying medical conditions in addition to critical injuries</td>
<td>Medium opportunity High acuity Manikin</td>
<td>As individuals, and as a team, there is a need to look beyond obvious blunt trauma and haemorrhage considerations and consider underlying medical causes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetrating injuries and agitated patient</td>
<td>A patient with penetrating stab wounds walks into the ED, with a knife in the abdomen. The patient is haemodynamically unstable and requires expedient transfer to the operating theatre for surgical intervention</td>
<td>Medium-High opportunity High acuity Standardised patient</td>
<td>Individual Skill/ knowledge and team interaction Organisational characteristics Task</td>
<td>Trauma team members must rapidly manage penetrating injuries that could rapidly lead to destabilisation. Literature shows delays or insufficient control of haemorrhage are a common error in trauma resuscitation. Rapid mobilisation of operating theatre resources for critically injured patients presents logistical challenges related to resource allocation, patient transport and interdepartmental communication. Task of treating an alert and agitated patient that may actively resist or question treatment is complex and also interferes with team communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Materials/equipment

**Patient simulator/SP and equipment**

To best evaluate our existing clinical equipment and team workflow, all equipment and systems used during the care of real trauma patients will be available during the study simulations. Simulation scenarios 1–3 (as described in table 1) will be performed using a SimMan 3G Human Patient Simulator (Laerdal Medical, Stavanger, Norway). Our institution’s simulation centre team will be responsible for the set up of equipment, acquisition of video and maintenance and trouble-shooting of equipment-related issues. An actor will be recruited from the University of Toronto SP programme for scenario 4, the ‘penetrating injuries’ scenario.

**Video equipment and setup**

Four video cameras will be placed throughout the trauma bay (2 GoPro Hero4 2015, 1 GoPro Hero and 1 Sony Handycam Exmor R) for all simulation sessions. Two cameras will be positioned to provide a wide-angle perspective of the trauma bay and two cameras will be positioned above the patient to capture clinical care activities in more detail (figure 2).

**Audio recording setup**

Audio will be captured using an overhead microphone (Aputure V Mic D1 Directional Condenser Shotgun) hanging above the patient from the ceiling; handheld voice recorders (Sony IC Recorder ICD-UX533) will also be placed in the medication nursing area and phones to capture conversations farther from the bedside.

**Questionnaire**

We will administer a questionnaire as part of the postscenario debrief to solicit LSTs identified by participants related to the HF elements described earlier (individual skills/knowledge and team interaction; tools/technology; tasks; physical environment and layout; organisational characteristics). The questionnaire will be designed by the study team. See online supplement 1 for the questionnaire.

**Procedure for conducting simulation**

The procedure for conducting each ISS is as follows:

1. The study investigators will consult with the staff emergency physician and charge nurse in the ED for approval to conduct the simulation on the study day.
2. The simulation control centre will be established to operate the patient monitor and alter vital signs according to the clinical situation while responding to the participants’ interventions (eg, respond to participants’ interventions).
3. The research team (ie, simulation experts, research coordinators, clinical experts, HF experts) will attend each simulation to operate the simulator and the cameras, and provide technical/logistical support as needed.
4. Two members of the research team will act as confederates; one in the role of a respiratory therapist and the other as a paramedic providing a handover report to the trauma team. This is performed to ensure that the trauma team is oriented to the scenario and receives a report on the patient as per usual processes, as well as to address any limitations inherent in simulation (eg, participants may be unclear if...
the manikin is capable of certain physiological indications and seek confirmation).

5. The trauma team will be notified in the usual manner via the established hospital paging system. The manikin or SP will be brought into the trauma bay ~2 min after the trauma team activation.

6. The trauma team will be instructed to care for the simulated patient in the same manner as an actual trauma patient. In the case of the SP, select members of the team may be informed about specific constraints related to the SP (see the Standardized patient section for further detail).

7. Based on published experiences of ISS, each scenario will run for ~15 min followed by a 15 min semistructured debriefing (verbal and written questionnaire) led by two simulation and debriefing experts. The focus of the debriefing will be the identification of LSTs and follow three phases:
   - First, the facilitator will inform all participants that the debrief will take no longer than 15 min, that it will be confidential and that the purpose of the study is to identify barriers to safe and effective care rather than a focus on individual performance. Participants will be reminded to answer pagers or return to any acute patient care duties as necessary. The LST questionnaire will be handed to all participants at this time.
   - Participants will then complete the written LST questionnaire, so that their individual impressions can be captured prior to the collective discussion, minimising bias.
   - A semistructured debriefing session will follow soliciting feedback from all participants. The audio/video recording will continue until the end of the debrief.

8. Following each scenario, the simulation team will restock any disposables and ensure the trauma bay has been restored to ‘ready’ status for any ensuing trauma patients. A similar process will be enacted should a real trauma patient require care while the simulation is in process.

Outcome measures
The primary outcome measures of the study will be a list of LST codes identified through video review, including their frequency and prioritisation. Secondary outcome measures will be a list of LST codes identified through participant debriefings and postsimulation questionnaire, including their frequency and prioritisation.

Data analysis
A modified FA to identify LSTs
FA will be used to analyse video recordings of each simulation. FA shares similarities with thematic analyses by producing descriptions of data that are clustered into themes. In our study, we will identify LSTs and categorise them by theme.

The general process for implementing the FA is summarised below, closely following the steps outlined by Gale et al.

1. One HF observer will transcribe key events in the video (eg, at 1 min 26 s of the video, the general surgeon walks into room and does not put on gloves prior to providing hands-on care). A clinician will review the events for clinically relevant omissions or misinterpretations.

2. At least two HF team members will perform multiple viewings of the recordings to familiarise themselves with the various activities and processes occurring during the scenario.

3. The HF team members will independently assign an LST code(s) to each transcribed event. These codes will be developed inductively and will be a concise description of the LST observed. An LST code may be associated with multiple events (eg, ‘ultrasound machine turns off by itself’ and ‘glidescope screen remains blank when turned on’ may have the same code of ‘equipment malfunction’). In turn, LST codes will be grouped with other relevant codes using the HF elements previously described (individual skills/knowledge and team interaction; tools/technology, task, physical environment and layout; and organisation characteristics). For example, the LST code, ‘equipment malfunction’, could be grouped with ‘poor device usability’, under the tools/technology theme.

4. HF raters will review their collective codes for overlap (eg, both raters may have identified the same LST in principle, but need to come to consensus on the wording moving forward) and discuss whether the themes are appropriate to capture the LSTs identified. If the a priori themes are not sufficient, they may be modified or discarded in favour of new themes. This set of themes and codes will comprise the ‘analytical framework’.

5. The analytical framework will be used by HF raters to independently code subsequent simulations, but raters will retain the ability to add new codes if the observed LSTs are not felt to be represented in the latest version of the analytical framework. The HF reviewers will meet to resolve discrepancies between how they applied the codes and come to consensus for how codes should be applied and what codes should be in the analytical framework. The analytical framework will then be updated and used to code a subsequent simulation.

6. When the HF raters have achieved relative stability for code assignment, an inter-rater reliability (IRR) test will be performed on a simulation that they have independently coded but not yet discussed. If an acceptable IRR (ie, $\kappa > 0.7$) is not achieved, raters will come to consensus on an updated coding framework, and repeat the process for the next analysed scenario until IRR $> 0.7$ is achieved.
7. Once acceptable IRR is established, a single HF rater will proceed to code all subsequent simulations (and retrospectively update previously coded simulations to ensure the analytical framework is applied uniformly to all data).
8. All coded simulations will be charted into the framework matrix for review by the study team.

A key output of FA is the development of a matrix, which will be finalised in step 8. This matrix will be a table that organises the codes by the simulation in which they occur, and by the LST theme (figure 3). In our study, each row will represent 1 of the 12 simulations conducted, and each column will represent one of the LST themes. The intersection of a row and column will contain all codes that occurred during a scenario related to the corresponding LST theme in that row (figure 3). Therefore, the matrix will concisely summarise the LSTs within and across simulations, and will facilitate analysis of their frequency and typology with helpful context.

The purpose of conducting an IRR analysis (step 6) will be to determine if the analytical framework has become robust enough that two different raters can reliably categorise an identified LST into the themes in the analytical framework. If an acceptable IRR is achieved, a single rater will be sufficient to assign the codes in subsequent simulations. Should subsequent simulations require adjustments to LST themes, the IRR process will be restarted and once achieved, and the new framework will be applied to previously coded simulations for consistency.

Prioritisation of LSTs

Once the framework matrix is finalised, the study team will prioritise LST codes where interventions are needed. The criteria for prioritisation will be based on the Healthcare Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (HFMEA) decision tree, in which a ‘hazard score’ is first calculated for each LST code by multiplying the frequency of its occurrence and the severity of its effect on the patient. Members of the study team with clinical experience in trauma resuscitation will rate frequency and severity of each LST code on a four-point scale, devising an approximate criteria as a guide (eg, frequency of 4 refers to an LST that happens twice or more during every trauma case, frequency of 1 refers to LST that occurs once in a year or less).

LSTs scoring higher than a specific threshold determined by the study team (eg, a hazard score of 9 or higher), or LSTs that could result in total system failure by themselves, will then be further filtered by assessing whether (1) control measure(s) are already in place (ie, technology or processes already in place that are likely to identify the LST) and/or (2) the LSTs are likely to become so obvious that healthcare providers will discover them before they can lead to error(s) (ie,

---

**Figure 3** Example of FA matrix output. This figure is for illustration purposes only (only 2 out of the 12 simulations are pictured, and the number and name of the themes will depend on the data). The intersection of rows and columns will summarise the LSTs identified in each simulation by either (1) a priori themes derived from HF system elements or (2) themes developed inductively over the course of the coding process.

| Simulation 1 | Theme 1: Tools/Technology | Theme 2: Physical Environment and Layout | Theme 3:...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LST Code: Equipment malfunction</td>
<td>LST Code: Unknown location <strong>Timestamp:</strong> 5:52</td>
<td><strong>Transcript:</strong> “Team leader asks for surgical airway tray, but nurse is unable to find it at the equipment shelves”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timestamp:</strong> 1:34</td>
<td><strong>Transcript:</strong> “Bag valve mask spontaneously breaks apart while anesthesiologist is bagging patient”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Simulation 2 | - | LST Code: Team member in the way **Timestamp:** 6:03 | -
| **Transcript:** “TTL asks for chest x-ray but x-ray technician cannot get into position because nurse is finishing IV blood draws” |
detectability). Team members with clinical experience in trauma resuscitation will come to consensus on whether the answers to these two questions are yes or no. As a result, the output will prioritise LSTs by their hazard score and lack of mitigation in the current system.

**SAFETY AND ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS**

**Participants and consent**

This study has institutional research ethics board approval (SMH REB #15-046). All residents and staff who participate as trauma team members will receive a description of the study via email. Consent will be established in advance of study participation either during hospital orientation for residents or through dedicated information sessions for staff.

The risks of participating in the study are no higher than when providing routine care to patients because:

- all study findings will be de-identified,
- all study findings will be presented in aggregate fashion (with the exception of immediate safety concerns (see the Dissemination strategy section),
- no real patient care will be administered.

Disruptions to actual patient care during the simulations are no greater than those present when real trauma cases disrupt typical operations. In cases where a real trauma patient is expected, the study will immediately be cancelled/stopped and the simulation team will withdraw and restore the trauma bay to its ‘ready’ state.

**Standardised patient**

For scenarios that involve SP, we will carefully design the case such that invasive or surgical procedures are not clinically indicated. The SP will also be thoroughly briefed to avoid any actions or wording that might trigger invasive care procedures. In addition, confederate team members will be present to ensure SP safety.

**Early dissemination of important safety findings**

In the event that critical safety issues are discovered that present severe harm to patients as determined by either clinical or HF team members, the results will be shared immediately with the trauma programme leadership and the appropriate clinical members.

To preserve participant anonymity should such an event occur, all communications regarding a critical safety issue will be anonymised and focus on system improvements (eg, process and environmental considerations) rather than the study participants.

**DISSEMINATION STRATEGY**

We will disseminate study results regardless of the findings. This study will provide insights into current practice and the incidence of LSTs in an established trauma centre. Study results will be of interest to a variety of key stakeholders, given the interprofessional nature of our study.

During the study, we will share an interim report of key LSTs identified to date at our institution’s trauma rounds. On study completion, results will be presented at scientific meetings and published in peer-reviewed medical journals.

**LIMITATIONS**

**Limitations of ISS**

ISS is new to our trauma centre. To increase buy-in and engagement from hospital administration and potential participants, we will purposely schedule ISS during times of lower patient volumes to reduce the impact on actual clinical operations. As a result, we may fail to capture some of the issues related to trauma cases occurring during peak patient volumes.

In addition, there is a risk that some staff may be resistant to participation in a simulation as it prevents them from providing real patient care, and some staff may even opt to return to their usual duties on recognising the trauma activation was for simulation purposes. To counter this, we will provide regular updates to hospital administration and hospital staff to ensure that everyone is aware of the study and its goals.

The usual limitations of simulation exist in our study. Participants may not behave in the same manner they would during an actual trauma resuscitation. Simulation requires participants to ‘suspend disbelief’ to maximise the learning opportunities. Challenges related to simulation authenticity are tempered when sessions occur in situ. By developing and conducting realistic scenarios with the same equipment and processes available as actual trauma resuscitations, we expect to improve participant engagement and buy-in.

The usual limitations apply regarding the Hawthorne effect—the notion that participants in research studies may modify their behaviour in response to being studied. While it is impossible to guarantee that clinicians’ behaviour remains unchanged as a result of being observed, our participants will be familiar with observers in the trauma bay, a common occurrence at an academic trauma centre. Although there is some debate on the impact of the Hawthorne effect on human behaviour, observers will remain as unobtrusive as possible to minimise the impact on participant behaviour. We expect that any behaviour change resulting from the Hawthorne effect is only likely to decrease the number of errors due to increased vigilance of staff while being observed. Thus, errors discovered under these circumstances can reasonably be considered a best-case outcome.

Given these scenarios are unannounced and participants are not briefed and oriented in the usual manner for centre-based simulation, confederate actors are needed to aid participants and ensure appropriate scenario flow. This may inadvertently provide additional advantages to the trauma team in terms of resourcing, but our confederate team members will be careful to perform routine tasks and/or requested tasks rather
than initiate important scenario altering actions on their own.

Finally, other interventions (eg, internal quality improvement processes at our hospital) unrelated to our study may be introduced into the trauma bay, which could impact our results. Since our study is designed to capture the realities of our trauma resuscitation programme, we see no need to attempt to control for these changes. Indeed, our study may help assess what type of impact these changes have produced.

Limitations of data analysis approach

As a pilot project, we are limiting our study to 12 simulations. This means that the objective of the study is exploratory, and not intended to establish statistical significance for changes to LSTs over time, or between trauma teams. We restricted our study to four different scenarios, so that each scenario could be repeated and allow us to monitor variations in how they unfold. We recognise that our findings may not be wholly representative of the true frequency, variety or potential severity of LSTs that can occur in trauma resuscitation—this is not our goal. This study’s unique contribution is that it provides an indepth and rigorous video review of ISS in trauma resuscitation in order to provide greater contextual detail on a subset of potential LSTs, rather than identify all possible LSTs.

The number of simulations is also limited because we anticipate that FA will be extremely time-consuming. Unlike most instances where FA has been used, we face the unwieldy process of transcribing a video (as opposed to a verbal interview), which adds significant time investments because we must assess which events in the video are worthy of inclusion in the transcription. To counter the risk of bias, and to minimise the extensive time requirements on clinical team members, the HF team members will perform the (1) transcription and (2) coding of each simulation, and seek a review by at least one clinical team member at the completion of each step.

Given the specificity of ISS to the LSTs in our specific trauma centre, our findings may not be applicable to other trauma centres. While we anticipate that there may be some idiosyncratic LSTs unique to our centre, the general themes of LSTs we identify and the methodology we have outlined here should hold value and transferability to those seeking to repeat this approach in their local context. These answers will provide meaningful contributions to advancing the literature, and help justify the intense resource investment.
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